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Abstract 

Internal communication is pivotal for the effectiveness of company procedures and ultimately 

the success of the company. Understanding more about the communicative needs of different 

employee groups is therefore important in order to convey a message in a satisfying manner to 

those employees. This explorative study is investigating communication preferences from a 

stakeholder perspective to find out what influences the appropriateness of using different 

communication channels when transmitting information to different stakeholder groups. 

Interviews with employees at different levels and functions at PostNord were conducted and 

analysed. We conclude that the top level stakeholder prefers face-to-face communication due 

to complex topics being discussed with a high need for feedback. The stakeholder at the 

middle organisational level preferred e-mail due to being constantly interrupted and therefore 

need to access information at later times. The bottom level consisted of two stakeholder 

groups that had high degree, respectively low degree of customer interaction. They both 

preferred face-to-face, for reasons that had grounds in strict working schedules and work tasks 

- they were not given time to take in information properly in any other way than scheduled 

meetings, and the stakeholder with low customer interaction mostly worked alone which 

made this stakeholder value meetings with other colleagues. 
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1. Introduction 

Many studies have shown that the internal communication is vital to the success of an 

organisation (e.g., Grunig, 1992; Harshman and Harshman, 1999; Robson and Tourish, 2005; 

Ruck and Welch, 2012). Having an internal communication that is satisfactory is imperative 

to productivity, task performance, job satisfaction, commitment and morale (Bharadwaj, 

2014).  Poor internal communication can lead to counter-productiveness and therefore 

inefficiency at the workplace (Welch, 2012) and may consequently have devastating effects to 

a business. Efficient information transmission is however one of the most prominent problems 

in today’s organisations (Arenas, Cabrales, Danon, Díaz-Guilera, Guimerà and Vega-

Redondo, 2010) since it is not always effectively channelled due to different communicative 

restrictions (Bharadwaj, 2014). For instance does a hierarchical organisation-structure with 

many levels tend to reduce the quality of a message by distorting it (Bharadwaj, 2014). 

Successful communication is often dependent on the employee audiences’ perceptions of the 

message (Cameron and McCollum, 1993), so if their views play in on how well a message is 

interpreted, a closer investigation regarding the employee's communication preferences is 

necessary. 

The rise of technological alternatives for communication has been given a lot of attention in 

research, but it tends to take a sender’s perspective (Welch, 2012) with focus on the efficiency 

with regard to cost and functional capability (e.g. Keller, 2001). Although those are important 

aspects worthy of investigation, the introduction of technological communication alternatives 

in a workplace may further have effect that it alters the flow of information resulting in 

changed status relationships and ultimately affecting the organisational hierarchy (Kiesler, 

Siegel, McGuire, 1984). To therefore look beyond the direct effect of a person’s output would 

be necessary to get a more comprehensive picture of the efficiency a communication channel 

could have on messages and consequently on the organisations in which these messages flow. 
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Apart from research showing that communication is a vital aspect for organisations, it has also 

been stated that information may be understood differently depending on the channel through 

which it is delivered (Byrne and LeMay, 2006). There are objective attributes, such as 

usability, but there are also subjective attributes that play in and these aspects are therefore 

important to investigate (Welch, 2012). The chosen channel shapes central aspects of the 

communication and will therefore affect the interpretation of the message (Meyrowitz, 1998). 

This highlights the significance of using appropriate channels when communicating and 

evokes the question of what channel would be considered appropriate. 

According to Daft and Lengel (1983) more complex matters should go through a richer 

communication channel (e.g. face-to-face) since it is able to convey more information, while 

more routine matters should be delivered through a leaner channel (e.g. printed 

memorandums). It is basically said that depending on the complexity of the message an 

appropriate communication channel must be selected in order to transfer the message 

successfully. The channel chosen to transmit a message will have a degree of richness which 

affects the perception of the communication and therefore be more or less appropriate in order 

to convey a certain message. (Daft and Lengel, 1983) Little regard is however taken to the 

message receiver in this theory. Welch (2012) does recognise the receiver as an aspect that 

needs to be taken into consideration for successful information transfer and she emphasises 

the importance of adapting the communication strategies to fit different employees. 

Often in organisation literature employees are grouped together as one stakeholder (eg. 

Freeman, 2010) and also in internal communication literature employees are often discussed 

as a single entity (L’Etang, 2005) even though their individual work tasks could be utterly 

different. Freeman (2010) states that there are different uses of the stakeholder concept 

depending on the purpose. He means that in some occasions it could be more suitable to 

define the stakeholder in broader terms, while in other cases more narrowly (ibid.). 
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Recognising different employee groupings as different stakeholders could provide insight as 

to why the results of media richness theory have had inconclusive empirical results (Dennis 

and Kinney, 1998). In organisations where employees perform very differentiated work tasks, 

their communication preferences might therefore also differ. It is sensible to regard the 

context in which the message receiver is operating since there might be communication 

channels that are more or less suitable to these circumstances. To have something deemed 

appropriate means that it must be suitable or proper to the circumstances (Oxford 

Dictionaries, 2015) so the message receivers’ work tasks are therefore important to regard 

when communicating. 

Work tasks and communication methods have since the 80’s, when Daft and Lengel 

introduced their theory, developed massively (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000). The technological 

changes in the work environment has been connected to an increased complexity in many 

industries (National Research Council Staff, 1993) and with regard to communication modes 

and work assignments, employees’ communication preferences would naturally have evolved 

from the time Daft and Lengel proposed their theory. Daft (2013) himself recognises that 

“(t)he new forms of media so far has not been classified as appropriate for specific types of 

messages. Additional research is needed in this area.” (p. 372). Sinickas (2005) also mentions 

that as new electronic communication options become available, the channel preferences 

change. We therefore find it necessary to, in this study, include additional communication 

channels that did not exist in Daft and Lengel’s theory, as for instance: e-mail and video calls. 

The perceived information quality of an internally mediated message has been directly 

connected to organisational performance and outcome (Byrne and LeMay, 2006) but despite 

this, very little attention has been put toward addressing the employees’ preferences in the 

context of organisational communication (Ruck and Welch, 2012). 
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This thesis will investigate employees’ preferences of internal communication channels 

within stakeholder groups, spread over both organisational levels as well as between different 

functions distinguishing the employees’ work tasks, since it is reasonable to believe they have 

differing communication preferences due to their differences in work assignments. Knowing 

more about the communication preferences of employees would enable the possibility of 

managers utilising better communication methods when addressing particular stakeholders 

which in turn would diminish communicative misunderstandings. A higher degree of 

successful internal communication would then lead to a higher efficiency and a greater 

likelihood of company success. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate different stakeholder communication preferences to 

find out what influences the appropriateness of using different communication channels when 

transmitting information to different stakeholder groups and results in our research question: 

 

What influences the appropriateness of communication channels for different 

stakeholders? 

 

Information is in this thesis defined as data in a context which provides it with a meaning 

(Floridi, 2010). There will be made no distinction between either information and message 

nor between communication medium and communication channel. 
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2. Literature review and conceptual framework 

Just as contingency theory claims that there is no single best way to organise and manage a 

corporation (Lorsch, 2013), this approach can also be taken when discussing the internal 

communication within organisations. The most appropriate way for the communication 

between work groups is therefore considered to be contingent upon the circumstances - 

making it necessary to evaluate the employees’ work situations. Even though their daily work 

tasks may not differ considerably from day to day (and thereby advocating a more 

mechanistic view), they may differ greatly from each other. It is therefore necessary to find 

the appropriate communication to fit those different situations in which they work - however 

static or volatile the work environments may be. 

This thesis will mainly regard interpersonal communication in work situations - both of 

synchronous and asynchronous sort. Synchronous interpersonal communication means that 

the communication is instant and can involve verbal and visual cues through for instance face-

to-face interaction, while asynchronous interpersonal communication is mainly through text 

like letters (Oxford Reference, 2015). 

 

2.1 Communication 

There are different fields of study when it comes to communication: business communication, 

management communication, organisational communication and corporate communication 

(Reinch, Smeltzer, Argenti, Mumby, 1996). Every field views communication differently, 

therefore it is important to understand these different fields and choose the most appropriate 

view for this particular study.  

Business communication was the first field to arise out of these four types and was 

particularly focused on the usage of languages and symbols in order to conduct activities and 

at the end lead to private profit (Reinsch, 1996). The strength of business communication is its 

focus on practical characteristics of communication and skills (ibid). Another field of study 

that is similar to business communication is management communication with a particular 

focus on strategy, skills and function (Reinsch, 1996). The main characteristics for this type of 

communication is the manager’s interaction with employees and other managers (Smeltzer, 
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1996). Business communication and management communication are similar because of their 

narrow focus on communication. The first one field of study narrows down its view on 

symbols and language and thereby exclude other important parts of communication. The 

second field of study narrows down its perspective on managers and thereby excludes 

communication that does not involve managers. 

We believe that it is important to consider all different parts of communication and thereby 

we will not limit our view that otherwise might result in excluding important parts from our 

research. Therefore we will not use the views of neither business communication nor 

management communication in this study.  

Two other fields of study that have a broader view on communication is organisational 

communication and corporate communication. The first one sees communication as a 

phenomenon (Mumby, 1996). The main focus in this field of study is the communication 

process and organisational behaviour (ibid.). Even though this field does include practical 

characteristics, its main focus is a theoretical point of view (ibid). Organisational 

communication view internal communication and external communication as a part of an 

integrated whole (Welch and Jackson, 2007). The second field of study, corporate 

communication, views communication as a management instrument (Welch and Jackson, 

2007). Similar to organisational communication it has a broad view on communication and 

sees communication as an organisational behaviour where both fields include all types of 

communication and behaviour around communication that exist within the company (Argenti, 

1996). The main difference between these fields is that organisational communication focuses 

more on organisational behaviour than on the communication itself while corporate 

communication has a major focus on communication (ibid.). This paper views communication 

in accordance to corporate communication mostly because of its broad focus that includes 

organisational behaviour into the picture but at the same time its narrow focus on 
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communication itself. This is one important aspect that organisational communication fails to 

do. 

2.1.1 Corporate communication 

Most theories within the field of corporate communication view communication as a 

managerial instrument, but there are some differences in purpose. Argenti (1996) has a strong 

focus on strategic communication processes where messages, integrated channels and 

communication activities are seen as main components of the overall strategy. He means that 

the message should be aligned with the corporate strategy. Argenti (1996) connects 

communication to corporate identity and reputation. Where identity is internal and companies 

reputation is both internal and external (ibid.). Argenti’s view on corporate communication 

has strategy as the main characteristic. Strategy is one aspect that is excluded from this paper 

mostly due to having a focus on communication channels and not the message itself, while 

Argenti connects companies’ strategies to the message that is being communicated. 

Bruhn (2003) has an integrated view on corporate communication and defines it as: “(...) a 

planning and organisation process which follows the aim of creating a single unit out of 

various differentiated sources of internal and external communication provided by a 

company” (Hubner, 2007, p.15). Bruhn’s model mean that communication should be 

integrated and follow a specific set of rules even when it is communicated toward different 

target groups (Hubner, 2007). 

A more recently evolved approach by Cornelissen (2004) gives the audience a more prevalent 

role in terms of stakeholders. Corporate communication is defined as: “(...) a management 

function that offers a framework and vocabulary for the effective coordination of all means of 

communications with the overall purpose of establishing and maintaining favourable 

reputations with stakeholder groups upon which the organization is dependent.” (Cornelissen, 

2004, p. 23). He means that there are different stakeholder groups that an organisation 
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depends on - including its employees. The employees are therefore necessary to take into 

consideration in the communication process. 

The main difference between Bruhn’s (2003) and Cornelissen’s (2004) model is that Bruhn 

views communication as a single unit. He does not distinguish between different 

communicational needs and does not have a specific focus on internal communication. Since 

this paper solely focus on the communication within a company and does distinguish between 

the employees as message receivers, it is more appropriate to take on a stakeholder approach 

in accordance to Cornelissen (2004). In the next section we will further discuss Cornelissen’s 

view of communication and more specifically on his definition of internal communication. 

2.1.2 Internal corporate communication 

Internal communication is usually associated with employee communication or any type or 

form of communication within the company (Vercic, Vercic and Sriramesh, 2012). This 

definition is simple and straightforward but it does not take into consideration the purpose of 

internal communication. Therefore a more specific definition is needed. Since we are focusing 

on Cornelissen’s definition of corporate communication it is more appropriate to use his 

definition of internal communication. Cornelissen defines internal communication as 

interactions between stakeholders, or more exactly; interactions between those who have a 

particular interest in an organisation (Welch and Jackson, 2007) The main disadvantage with 

this definition is that it could be applicable both on internal and external communication, there 

is no clear distinction between these two types. Welch and Jackson (2007) develop 

Cornelissen’s definition by adding an internal aspect to it: “the strategic management of 

interactions and relationships between stakeholders at all levels within organisations” (Welch 

and Jackson, 2007, p. 183). Welch and Jackson (2007) uses the phrase “within the 

organisation” which adds an internal meaning to the definition. They also have a clear 

stakeholder view which fits this research and besides interactions they also mention 

relationships which we believe is an important aspect within internal communication as well. 

Since we aim to investigate internal communication preferences of different stakeholders it is 

particularly useful to use Welch and Jackson’s (2007) definition. We will specifically focus 

on the interaction between different stakeholders at different levels within the organisation. A 

more specific definition of stakeholders and the categorisation of these will be explained in 

the next section. 
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2.2 Conceptual framework  

2.2.1 Stakeholders  

The stakeholder group, the organisational level and the type of employee indicate a variety of 

interrelated facets linked to internal communication (Welch and Jackson, 2007). In this study 

we are investigating one of those facets by emphasising the employees’ work tasks in the 

connection to the internal communication. 

Freeman (1984) defines stakeholders as: “any group or individual who can affect or is 

affected by the achievement of the firm’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984, p. 25). This definition 

does not however distinguish between internal and external stakeholders. In a later paper by 

Freeman (1999) he presents a deeper view of stakeholders where he divides the concept into 

two different groups: internal stakeholders and external stakeholders. Internal stakeholders, 

which is the one relevant to this study, refers to the internal group of the company and 

includes all managers, team members, subsidiary managers, etcetera (ibid.). Applying a 

stakeholder view to internal communication will however result in a further division of the 

internal stakeholder group into more sub-groups within the organisation where different 

stakeholders have different communication needs (Welch and Jackson, 2007). We are 

therefore not viewing all employees as one single entity. Workforces are comprised of groups 

where features, like communication needs, differ (Cameron and McCollum, 1993) so 

expecting a uniform communication preference, is not reasonable (Welch, 2012) and such an 

approach in organisations would be inappropriate (White, Vanc and Stafford, 2010). 

 

The stakeholder group, the organisational level and the type of employee indicate a variety of 

interrelated facets linked to internal communication (Welch and Jackson, 2007). In this study 

we are investigating one of those facets by emphasising the employees’ work tasks in the 

connection to the internal communication. 

Freeman (1984) defines stakeholders as: “any group or individual who can affect or is 

affected by the achievement of the firm’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984, p. 25). This definition 

does not however distinguish between internal and external stakeholders. In a later paper by 

Freeman (1999) he presents a deeper view of stakeholders where he divides the concept into 

two different groups: internal stakeholders and external stakeholders. Internal stakeholders, 

which is the one relevant to this study, refers to the internal group of the company and 

includes all managers, team members, subsidiary managers, etcetera (ibid.). Applying a 

stakeholder view to internal communication will however result in a further division of the 
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internal stakeholder group into more sub-groups within the organisation where different 

stakeholders have different communication needs (Welch and Jackson, 2007). We are 

therefore not viewing all employees as one single entity. Workforces are comprised of groups 

where features, like communication needs, differ (Cameron and McCollum, 1993) so 

expecting a uniform communication preference, is not reasonable (Welch, 2012) and such an 

approach in organisations would be inappropriate (White, Vanc and Stafford, 2010). 

 

Figure 1 shows the categorisation based on Kok et al. (2015) that will be used in this study: 

 

 

Figure 1. The stakeholder categorisation visualised. 

 

An organisation’s division of labour has been constructed in order for each division to 

become more effective in that particular department (although usually at the cost of creativity, 

monotony and immobility) (Fischer and Fischer, 2013). This basically means that a person 

working on the operational level (a front line employee with low customer interaction), 

cannot simply ‘step in’ as a manager on the tactical level or vice versa. Since then each of our 

classified stakeholder groups have their own niched work tasks with their own type of 

information - they would also have quite limited understanding for the other groups. To then 

investigate the communication channels between these groups is highly relevant since the 

functionality between them is necessary for the company’s daily activities and progress. 
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2.2.2 Communication channels 

Welch (2012) identified the existence of a preference hierarchy for internal communication 

among employees, and mean that these preferences need to be considered in order to 

maximise the reach of the communication. In this study she does however only divide the 

internal communication into three preference groups that could be considered rather 

unspecific: electronic format, printed format and electronic plus printed formats (ibid.). Since 

we however intend to investigate the internal communication channels in a more nuanced 

way, the communication channels that we have chosen to include in this study are therefore 

more segmented: Face-to-face, Video calls, Telephone, Physical text, Electronic text, E-mail 

and Data-output. We are however also including an option of ‘Other’, if we would come 

across a communication channel that cannot be categorised into one of the previously 

mentioned channels. We find it necessary to make narrower divisions of the communication 

channels and to address the fact that they have different properties. 

Media richness theory describes how communication channels should be utilised in order to 

successfully transmit different types of information (Daft and Lengel, 1983). More complex 

information should be transmitted through a richer channel and less complex information 

should go through leaner channels in order for the message to be interpreted accurately (ibid.). 

Richness refers to: “the potential information carrying capacity of data” (Daft and Lengel, 

1983, p. 7) and basically means that the more ways a message can indicate a specific meaning 

and enhance understanding, the richer the channel is assessed being. There are four aspects 

that determine the information carrying capacity: Instant feedback capability, Usage of 

multiple cues, Personal focus and Language variety (Daft and Lengel, 1983; Daft, Lengel and 

Trevino, 1987). If these are high, a channel is considered being rich since it has greater means 

to convey a message (Daft and Lengel, 1983). 

Face-to-face transmits the richest information while numeric documents (for instance 

computer outputs) mediate the lowest level of information richness. Matching the 

communication channel to the message is vital from the point of efficiency. A leaner channel 

for transmitting complex information may oversimplify the message, just as using a richer 

channel for transmitting simple information could provide more cues than necessary which 

can distract the receiver from the main point of the message. It is therefore important to 

provide information with enough richness to reduce equivocality while simultaneously 

providing enough information to minimise uncertainty. Simple organisational phenomena 

(low in equivocality and uncertainty) are easy to conceptualise, routine, mechanistic or 
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predictable in their outcome. This type of information can successfully be transmitted through 

a leaner communication channel (a channel that scores low on the four richness constructs). 

Complex phenomena (high in equivocality and uncertainty) instead involve an aspect of 

unpredictability in the outcome and are more difficult to analyse due to intangible aspects that 

are sometimes emotion laden. Complex messages therefore need richer channels (that have a 

higher degree in the richness constructs) for successful information transmission. (Daft and 

Lengel, 1983) 

 

The theory claims that task performance will improve if the communication channel is 

matched to the needs of organisations’ information processing tasks - but only in terms of 

equivocality and uncertainty. That is: complex tasks (for instance, deciding whether or not to 

acquire a company) require a richer channel in order for the communication to be successful 

and vice versa for simpler matters (for example, who to contact if the computer breaks down). 

As the information thereafter travels downward in the hierarchy it changes ‘shape’ into 

simpler formats for the sake of efficiency - it would for instance not be efficient to only have 

face-to-face meetings with everyone all the time. (Daft and Lengel, 1983) 

What is not regarded in media richness theory is how the sender is supposed to know how the 

receiver is viewing the received information. Daft and Lengel (1983) mean that the further 

down in a hierarchical organisation a message travels, the simpler it becomes. However, a 

simple message could still be interpreted as complex depending on who is receiving it. 

Information is subjectively interpreted so it can naturally have different meanings to different 

receivers depending on their personalities and surrounding circumstances (Bianchi-Berthouze 

and Hayashi, 2003). Consequently it would make it more difficult to determine the most 

appropriate channel to convey a message in order to make sure that the message is understood 

correctly. This could be a reason for why media richness theory has only had partly 

convincing empirical results (e.g., Dennis and Kinney, 1998). Dennis and Valacich (1999) 

mean that face-to-face cannot indisputably be deemed the richest channel, but that the most 

appropriate communication channel depends on the circumstances in which it is delivered. 

For instance; rapid feedback, which face-to-face enables greatly, is not always what is strived 

after since some information takes time to process before being able to give an accurate reply 

or take a suitable action (ibid.). Since different communication channels have different 

properties in terms of the four richness constructs, these could be more or less valued when 

mediating a message and there could be more aspects that determine the most appropriate 

channels than solely the information complexity. This view is consistent with Heide, 
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Johansson and Simonsson (2005) who mean that different types of organisations have 

different communicative prerequisites, demands and opportunities. It would for instance be 

surprising to find a supermarket that has the same communication practices as a tech-

company, even though this diversity in organisational differences is not always highlighted in 

the literature (ibid.). 

Dennis and Valacich (1999) point out that in some occasions there could even be a 

combination of channels that is the most appropriate way to communicate a message. To then 

solely hinge the channel choice upon the complexity of the topic, like Daft and Lengel do, 

could be deemed too simplistic. Daft (2013) do however admit that the theory is lacking the 

new forms of media and mean that more research including these is needed. 

 

In this paper we are focussing on the message-receiving stakeholder, with respect to the 

organisational level and work task, in order to investigate whether this aspect could be what 

has caused the prior studies to give such varying results. We are also segmenting the 

communication channels into smaller and more specific sections and include more 

contemporary media to better address the stakeholders’ preferences. 

2.2.3 Appropriateness of communication channels 

In order to see if a communication channel is befitting the message it is meant to convey, it is 

necessary to assess the richness of the channel (Daft, Lengel and Trevino, 1987). As 

previously mentioned, this richness is by Daft, Lengel and Trevino (1987) determined by a 

channel’s ability to convey insight and rapid understanding through: Instant feedback, 

Personal focus, Multiple communication cues and Language variety. Since these four 

constructs have more or less prominence in different communication channels, assessing the 

channels with regard to these is pivotal to understand how the channels fit into different 

circumstances and consequently the appropriateness of them. 

Instant feedback regards whether corrections and questions can be addressed straight away. If 

that is the case, the channel is considered richer than if this type of response would take 

longer. Personal focus concerns the adaptation of a message to the person receiving it by 

infusing emotions and personal feelings into the communication. If respect is taken to the 

receiver’s current situation, frame of reference and need, the message will be received more 

fully. Multiple communication cues regards the extent to which cues can be communicated, 

for instance: graphic symbols, voice intonations, body language and other nonverbal 

insinuations. If these would enable a better understanding of the message, the richness of the 
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channel increases. Finally, we have Language variety which refers to the extent that different 

forms of language, for instance dialects, jargons or niched profession languages, could be 

utilised through a communication channel. Different language forms vary in their ability to 

transmit information. There exist highly specialised languages, for instance mathematics, 

which is less ambiguous than spoken words which could possess multiple meanings. The 

different variations of meanings that could possibly be conveyed determine the variety. In rich 

communication channels a high degree of language variety is used. (Daft, Lengel and 

Trevino, 1987) Confirming evidence exist that shows that communication channels can be put 

in a continuum of richness degree (Daft, 2013). 

As we can see from the discussion above Daft and Lengel (1984) develops four constructs for 

communication channels. We view these four constructs as appropriateness of communication 

channel. These different constructs defines which channel would be appropriate for a specific 

message. We believe however that there are more that these four constructs that defines 

appropriateness of a channel and this is what this study aims to find out. We believe as well 

that these constructs can differ between different stakeholders. 

In order to operationalise the concepts of this study, the conceptual framework (Table 1) 

combines an updated version of the communication channels, a stakeholder view of the 

employees based on their level in the organisation as well as their work task and, finally, the 

appropriateness of communication channels that are measured in this study by four constructs 

(personal focus, instant feedback, multiple communication cues and language variety). We are 

using the richness constructs with regard to the stakeholder to investigate what aspects 

influence an appropriate communication channel when sending a message. By including the 

work tasks and levels, which we have argued is reasonable to do, in addition to the constructs 

we can investigate the modern communication channels’ appropriateness in relation to the 

specific receiver. Combining these aspects will present different stakeholders’ views and 

preferences of the different communication channels that are being used today. 

The interview questions are constructed according to the following conceptual framework: 
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Table 1. Conceptual framework. 

Channels Constructs Stakeholders 

 Face-to-face 

 Video calls 

 Telephone 

 Physical text  

 Electronic text  

 E-mail 

 Data-output 

 Other 

 Personal focus 

 Instant feedback 

 Multiple communication 

cues 

 Language variety 

Strategic level 
 CEO and high level managers 

Tactical level 
 Middle managers 

Operational level 
 Front line employees (low 

customer interaction) 

 Frontline employees (High 

customer interaction)  

 

Each communication channel is being evaluated by the stakeholder groups from the point of 

appropriateness which we have built around the four richness constructs. 
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3. Method 

This paper investigates internal stakeholders’ communication preferences with an abductive 

reasoning and an exploratory purpose. Abductive reasoning is a combination of the inductive 

and the deductive approaches (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2007). Abductive reasoning was used 

because the theory and the findings were continuously adjusted during the research process. 

Since abductive reasoning allows for associating observations or data with a hypothesis or 

idea in order to find a reasonable explanation (Lipscomb, 2012), this approach enabled us to 

use communication theories in combination with our own assumptions. Ghauri and Grønhaug, 

(2010), argue that studies with exploratory purpose are suitable to be investigated with use of 

qualitative method. We aimed to identify complex and deep information and find explanations 

to the findings thereby providing more insights, therefore a qualitative method was in our case 

more appropriate. 

Due to the need for flexibility in data collection and analysis the study could be continuously 

adjusted to new findings (Saunders, Lewis and Thornshill, 2009) and a qualitative method 

with a high explorative power was therefore necessary in order to fulfil the purpose. This type 

of method is also motivated for research aiming to investigate employee preferences and 

views (Welch, 2012). 

3.1 Research strategy 

In order to answer the research question and meet the objectives of the thesis, a case study 

research strategy was used where one organisation was the subject for data collection. Case 

studies are suitable if the aim of the research is to acquire deep understanding about the 

phenomenon (Saunders et al. 2012). We believed that a single case study could provide this 

paper with critical and deep information about the subject of interest. Since the paper regards 

different stakeholders in order to fulfil the purpose of the research question, this study treated 

the organisation as a single case with embedded cases. A conceptual framework was created 

in order to structure the data collection and analysis. Even if there are aspects from 

quantitative research, which we used in order to create a somewhat controlled environment to 

reach conclusions with higher validity, this study is mainly qualitative with a high explorative 

focus. We are for instance allowing our interview respondents to provide us with rich answers 

without limiting their replies to predefined variables. 

Experimental studies with highly controlled content could have been more appropriate for our 

study, but due to limitations in resources this type of strategy would have been too difficult to 
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implement. Conducting a survey strategy would also have been usable in this research but 

similar to an experimental study this type of strategy needs pre-determined variables. It would 

however be difficult to understand the reasoning behind employees’ answers and gain a deep 

understanding with explanatory focus which is what this thesis aims to explore. 

3.2 Case selection 

When selecting the case company, we set up certain criteria that needed to be met in order for 

us to execute our investigation. The internal communication practices were an important 

aspect when selecting the organisation. It had to include different channels and information 

types through a variety of channels since we aimed to explore many aspects of the 

communication. Another criterion was that the company needed to have different 

organisational levels with differing work tasks since this is the main aspect we wanted to 

investigate. We also wished to exclude cultural impacts, since these might confuse the 

preferential internal communication findings with culturally contingent aspects. This led us to 

mainly focus our search for an appropriate organisation among the larger and established 

organisations in a region with commonalities in culture. The company that suited our criteria 

and showed interest in our research is PostNord which is a Scandinavian company offering 

logistics solutions (PostNord AB, 2015). PostNord was a preferable company as a case study 

because of company’s divers work tasks, units and organisational levels. Company has a large 

amount of employees and uses different types of communication channels between different 

units. Internal communication of PostNord was complex enough for this study and had the 

possibility to give deep and interesting findings for our research.  

After being given the permission to investigate the internal communication preferences of 

PostNord’s employees, we had to identify the stakeholders which we were to approach. Using 

Kok et al (2015), we managed to group certain employees into stakeholders. Placing these 

stakeholders in Kok et al.’s (2015) organisational levels and level of customer interaction 

provides us with: customer services representatives and delivery personnel at the operational 

level, the middle managers that consist of the customer service manager, the production 

manager (mail), and two production managers (logistics) at the tactical level and internal 

communication manager at the strategic, top level. 

We also included a criterion of minimum employment time. We wanted to have interviews 

with those people who had more than one year of work experience at the company to ensure 

they had some experiences with the internal communication practices within the company. 
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3.3 The case company 

In 2009 the Swedish company Posten AB and the Danish company Post Denmark A/S 

merged and established the company named PostNord AB. The company has headquarters in 

Sweden and is to 60 percent state owned by the Swedish government. PostNord’s primary 

market is the Nordic region and the company mainly offers mail and communication services 

to customers in Denmark and Sweden. Besides that the company offers logistics solutions to 

the whole Nordic region which goes under the brand name: PostNord Logistics. In 2014 the 

company had 38 000 employees that worked to deliver 120 million parcels and 5.3 billion 

letters to the customers within the Nordic region. Right now PostNord is acting in the 

countries: Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. Every country has responsibility over its 

own region. (PostNord, 2015) 

PostNord in Sweden is the leading company within logistics solutions and communication 

services. The approximate amount of employees in Sweden is 24 000 (PostNord Sweden, 

2015). 

Prior to the merger the Swedish company was named Posten AB and was established year 

1636 (PostNord History, 2015). Since that time the company has undergone major changes 

(PostNord History, 2015) but the company still have a lot of administrative heritage from the 

time it was governmentally owned (Interview respondent on the tactical level). 

3.4 Data collection 

We conducted a qualitative multi-method study. Saunders et al. (2009) refers to this type of 

study as a combination of several different data collection techniques with a correlating 

analysis technique. A qualitative multi-method study refers to a study that uses more than one 

qualitative technique for data collection and a qualitative analysis technique (Saunders et al., 

2009, p. 152). This study used two different qualitative techniques for data collection: semi-

structured interviews and observations. In association with data collection a qualitative 

analysis technique was used. Making a quantitative analysis would in our case not add any 

additional value to the conclusion, so we therefore chose to make the analysis qualitative in 

accordance with the data collection. 

It is of high importance to this study to collect rich and detailed data and at the same time 

create the ability to seek new insights, therefore semi-structured, in-depth interviews were 

used to collect data. The main disadvantage with semi-structured interviews in combination 

with qualitative research is the inability to make a statistical generalisation (Saunders et al., 
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2009). Being able to generalise could add more value to the research but we believe that it 

firstly is pivotal to better understand the work context’s impact on employees’ communication 

preferences. We believe that making an attempt to generalise this study in combination with 

the explorative nature can result in an incoherent and unfocused analysis. 

Interviews in combination with observations were used to collect primary data for this 

research. One important advantage with primary data is that the data is gathered for a specific 

research and thereby is detailed and fits particularly the research question (Ghauri & 

Grønhaug, 2010). 

3.4.1 Selection of the interview and observation respondents 

It was of high importance to conduct interviews with employees that had more than one year 

of the working experience at the company. This in order to assure that the answers were 

correct and that the interviewee knows how the internal communication works within the 

company. As mentioned before the national cultural aspect was excluded from the study and 

therefore it was important to be sure that the answers of the respondents were not affected by 

their national culture. Because of that only employees with Swedish national culture were 

selected. No other criteria were made during the selection process mostly because creating 

more frames can result in elimination of important and interesting information.   

The observations were conducted with the same employees that were selected for the 

interview, which is convenient otherwise it would be hard to connect two different types of 

data to each other. All interviews and observations were conducted with respect to the 

employees’ anonymity. Therefore we decided to refer to the respondents as: 1,2,3 and so forth 

in this study. The respondent at strategic level is referred in the study as Respondent 1. 

Respondents at the tactical level are referred to as Respondents 2 to 5. Respondents at the 

operational level are referred to as: 6 to 11 (high customer interaction) and 12 to 17 (low 

customer interaction). 

3.4.2 Interviews 

Interviews with totally 17 employees at different organisational levels and with different work 

tasks were conducted. At the operational level 12 employees were interviewed. Six of them 

were conducted with employees that had low customer interaction which is carters and mail 

delivery employees. The remaining six were conducted with employees that had high 

customer interaction which in our study were employees that worked at the call center. We 

believe that six interviews with each stakeholder group were enough for the study. The 
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information that was gathered from the interviews gave the study deep information with 

different perspectives and the possibility to draw valid conclusions. We had the possibility to 

have more interviews at the operational level but we believe that we got enough interviews 

since no new aspects were illuminated toward the end, meaning that we could have saturated 

the subject to the point where the data collection could be considered sufficient (Saunders et 

al., 2009). 

At the tactical level four interviews were conducted. Interviews were conducted with middle 

managers that had responsibility for different departments. The degree of customer interaction 

for all four managers was similar and therefore we decided to group middle managers into one 

stakeholder group. It would be sufficient to have six interviews at the tactical level as well but 

because of the managers busy schedule only four interviews were possible. However we still 

believe that four interviews were enough and gave us the possibility to see differences 

between different stakeholder groups.  

At the strategic level one interview was conducted. It would be preferred to have more 

managers at the strategic level since now there were only one person representing an entire 

stakeholder group but we still believe the input was more valuable to include than to exclude 

for this study’s findings. 

After conducting a pilot interview (on a working person not previously familiar to our study) 

to assure that the questions were interpreted the way we intended. After clarifications were 

made on those parts and questions in need of it, the real interviews were conducted with four 

different stakeholder groups.  

In order to collect as rich data as possible, face-to-face interviews were conducted where both 

of us participated and took notes. The average duration of the interviews was circa one hour 

per interviewee and the interviews were recorded. After every interview we set aside some 

time for us to discuss and complement our notes. Since all interviewees were native Swedes, 

the interviews were held in Swedish in order to allow the interviewees to more easily express 

themselves. The interview guide that was used can be found in Appendix 1. 

3.4.3 Observations 

In order to improve the validity of the study, we decided to triangulate the data by also 

conducting observations (Saunders et al., 2009). This was done mainly because observations 

can contribute to richer data (ibid.) and thereby provide an opportunity to gain more 

confirmative insights about information flow and communication channels. We decided to 

have as little interaction as possible with the subjects in order to not affect them. The observed 
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time was between thirty minutes and one hour per subject which was considered enough to 

create a comprehension about the subjects’ work tasks, work environments and usage of 

internal communication. The observations were made after the interviews and notes were 

taken during the observation. During the observations the main focus was on the employee’s 

way of working and way of finding information, what communication channels the employee 

uses, how often the employee asked colleagues for the help, which types of communication 

channels were used and what kind of information that was difficult to acquire. In order to 

structure the observation data, the interview questions were used where data was categorised 

in association with interview questions where the observed data was added to the respondents’ 

answers and noted as observation. We decided that observations could be conducted by one 

person because of the time limit. We were unable to conduct the observation at the strategic 

level due to time constraints. Observation at the tactical level was made with all managers. 

Observations were made at the operational level as well with both stakeholder groups. 

However we decided that 12 observations would not result in additional value for the 

research. Therefore three observations were made with the stakeholder that had high customer 

interaction and three observations were made with employees that had low customer 

interaction.  

We have been vigilant of observer bias during the observations. We did not interact with the 

subjects while observing them, and we do not believe that the observations took place at an 

unusual time (for instance during a period when many employees were ill or during high or 

low peak hours) which otherwise could impact the subjects’ ‘normal’ behaviours (Saunders et 

al., 2009). Although care was taken not to disturb the subjects while they were being 

observed, we made it clear prior to the observations began that they were going to be 

observed, but only with their consent. During the observation process, however, we tried our 

best not to make the subject uncomfortable by minimising our interaction with them. To use a 

strategy like habituation where the subjects become used to being observed (Saunders et al., 

2009) could have been better, but due to time constraints and the fact that we mainly observed 

to confirm what had already been said in the interviews, we found this manner good enough. 

Observations helped this study by supporting the information that was collected through the 

interviews and contributed in the cases where information from the interviews was unclear. 

The main information that is used in the analysis is collected through the interviews, however 

we still believe that observations contributed with a more confirming picture of the 

communication and thereby helping to view communication within the company through the 

corporate communication field of study. 
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3.5 Ethical considerations 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) research ethics regard the suitability of the behaviour in 

regard to the rights of the involved or affected subjects. The interviewees in this study all 

consented to participate, which was a prerequisite for us since we did not want anyone to feel 

forced. We therefore explained the purpose and aim of the study prior to the interviews to 

give the interviewees the opportunity to understand what they were to participate in if they 

wished to. 

In order to make sure the interviewees remained anonymous in this thesis, we made an active 

choice not to disclose any names or even any single interviewee’s opinions. The focus of this 

study is on stakeholder groups (in which the type of employee is based on work task and 

organisational level) so we have structured the analysis accordingly, instead of referring to 

single employees. The strategic level is however only consisting of one person, which we 

have tried our best to protect by not enclosing title or name. Even if our study would become 

more transparent by including these, we value their anonymity higher - especially since we 

are asking about their preferences. We believe that by making this choice (to keep their 

anonymity at the cost of our transparency) is the correct ethical choice in this instance since 

we then are not subjecting the interviewees to embarrassment, harm or some other type of 

disadvantage due to our research design (Saunders et al., 2009). 

3.6 Reliability and validity 

This study only focuses on one organisation which could imply that different results may 

appear if conducted in other settings. If the study would be conducted on another company 

with differently identified stakeholders, there is a high possibility of getting other stakeholder 

preferences - but illuminating these differences is also one of the points of our study. We do 

believe that the parameters are stable which means that even if the influences of 

appropriateness on the communication might differ between companies and stakeholders, the 

manner in which those influences are found out can be applied on other occasions as well. 

The lack of standardised answers that goes with semi-structured interviews, allows for open 

discussions that consequently could affect the study’s reliability since these discussions may 

differ between the interviewees (Saunders et al., 2009). However, using semi-structured 

interviews results in a high level of validity due to the ability to discuss topics from different 

angles (ibid.) which becomes necessary when researching preferences. 
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Due to the qualitative nature of this study, the findings cannot be generalised. Therefore the 

research can be limited in the validity of conclusions in comparison to a quantitative study 

with more organisations or stakeholder employees involved. However, this can be avoided if 

the researcher can control factors that have an impact on variables. (Nock et al., 2007)  

By excluding the cultural factor and also defining as many other variables as possible this 

research created a more controlled environment and thereby affected the validity positively. 

3.7 Method of Analysis 

We used a discourse analysis where we primarily looked at how the language was used with 

regard to better understand the employees’ communication views and preferences. For the 

coding of the empirical data we used the richness constructs that would provide us with 

information related to the different aspects of media richness theory: Feedback, Personal 

focus, Multiple communication cues and Language variety. These constructs were 

investigated for all communication channels that the stakeholders had access to and 

summarised in tables in their respective preference ranking. Besides these four constructs we 

also categorised data that was outside Daft and Lengel’s theory which was an additional data 

for the analysis. We also asked questions regarding the stakeholders’ work conditions since 

we believe this matter for a communication channel’s appropriateness. The following section 

will present our empirical findings. 
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4. Empirical findings 

The following findings build mainly on information received through the interviews and that 

the observations helped to confirm. While referring to “the stakeholder” in the empirical 

findings we mean the stakeholder group and not a specific individual. 

The stakeholders’ preferences in terms the four richness constructs will be accumulatively 

summarised in tables from what the respondents answered and thereafter elaborated with 

regard to how they discussed. The tables show how the stakeholders perceive the different 

constructs when they receive information. 

4.1 The strategic level 

This stakeholder ranked the communication channels in the following order summarised in 

Table 2 with number one being most preferred: 

 

Table 2. The preference ranking by the stakeholder on the strategic level. 

Preference Communication 

channel 

Feedback Personal 

focus 

Multiple 

communication 

cues 

Language 

variety 

1 Face-to-face Very fast Moderate-

High 

High Mixed 

2 Electronic text Moderate Mixed High Mixed 

3 E-mail Fast Mixed High Mixed 

4 Telephone Very fast High Low Mixed 

5 Psychical text Low Low Low-Moderate Mixed 

6 Video calls 

Chat and Data-

output 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

The respondent at the strategic level believed that face-to-face was the most appropriate 

communication channel at the department where it was mostly used in different types of 
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meetings indicating a moderate to high personal focus. The possibility of sharing ideas and 

discuss complex information is by the respondent considered to be high which is necessary 

for the daily work. Face-to-face as a communication channel was mostly used for information 

regarding the future, confidential information and when feedback was an important aspect of 

information transmission. The respondent at the strategic level mentions: “...it is impossible to 

discuss this type of information with the use of another communication channel…” 

(Respondent 1). The respondent says that the type of information is complex and can lead to 

misunderstandings if using other communication channels. The stakeholder believes as well 

that it is easier to give feedback through face-to-face in comparison to other communication 

channels. 

Electronic text was the second preferred communication channel according Respondent 1’s 

ranking - mostly referring to the intranet that contains large amounts of information 

(Respondent 1). The respondent believes that it is important to have access to information 

when it is needed, but that the choice should be the respondent’s to make when such is the 

time: “It is up to me when I have time or need for the information” (Respondent 1). 

According to Respondent 1 the intranet can provide more in-depth information in comparison 

to other communication channels and if there is interest in retrieving information or acquire a 

deeper knowledge of a specific subject, then the intranet is appropriate. 

The stakeholder also mentions e-mail as a usable communication channel. At this 

organisational level the e-mail is usually used for the transfer of simple information that only 

regards the specific department. “It is handy to be able to go back and check information that 

you received through an e-mail, since it will still be in your inbox even if it was sent a long 

time ago” (Respondent 1). The respondent says that it is mostly simple information that is 

received through e-mail: “(...) for example, where a meeting will be held (...)” (Respondent 

1). The respondent continues by saying that there can still be much information contained in 

e-mails even though it is not of the same calibre that is discussed during face-to-face 

meetings. The respondent prefers to receive information through face-to-face or intranet 

instead of e-mail but in some cases the e-mail is the fastest and easiest way. The respondent 

believes that the amount of e-mails received per day is reasonable and possibility of quick 

feedback is high. 

Telephone is mainly used at the department in order to confirm information that is received 

through other communication channels. The stakeholder believes that the telephone is not that 

useful at this strategic level “(...) unless something is super important that you get a hold of 

someone quick” (Respondent 1). Although the majority of the information can be transmitted 
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through the e-mail and with today's technology the possibility of fast reply on the e-mail is 

also high and thereby the use of the telephone is reduced. Although the possibility of instant 

feedback is higher with use of the telephone than e-mail, the stakeholder believes that e-mail 

is a really good substitute to the telephone. 

Psychical text as a communication channel is not widely used at the strategic level but the 

stakeholder believes that this channel is important for other departments. “All employees do 

not have access to a computer - and therefore not to the intranet. But those employees get 

information in other ways. Otherwise the intranet is useful to reach employees” (Respondent 

1). Many employees at the company have a limited access to computers and therefore exclude 

the possibility of using certain technological communication channels. In order to reach those 

employees PostNord is instead using psychical text as a channel in the form of newsletters. 

This stakeholder believes that these newsletters are an important communication channel. 

The other communication channels were not used at the strategic level and the stakeholder 

does not perceive it as necessary to have any more. 

4.2 The tactical level 

This stakeholder ranked the communication channels in the following order in the following 

summarised table (Table 3) with number one being the most preferred: 

 

Table 3. The preference ranking by the stakeholder on the tactical level. 

Preference Communication 

channel 

Feedback Personal 

focus 

Multiple 

communication 

cues 

Language 

variety 

1 E-mail Very fast Low/High* High High 

2 Electronic text Fast Low-

Moderate 

High Mixed 

3 Face-to-face Very fast Mixed Moderate Mixed 

4 Telephone N/A Very low Low Low 

5 Video calls High Low High Mixed 

6 Physical text, chat N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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and data-output 

*Low if received from the strategic level, and high if received from the operational level 

 

The first most preferred communication channel was e-mail which all respondents 

representing this stakeholder agreed with. The reasoning behind it was that you allocate the 

necessary time when it fits you and that you can also save information and use it later which 

is harder to do if information is received through face-to-face which the following quotes 

point out: “If I am busy at the time someone is trying to inform me about something, I can 

simply read an e-mail at a later time when I am not busy, compared to if that person 

approaches me directly and I have to stop with whatever I am doing” (Respondent 4). Several 

respondents claimed it is good to be able to go back and check information again if I forget 

the details regarding something (Respondents 2, 3, 5). One also mentioned: “During a 

meeting you have to take notes but I don't have to do so if you receive information through e-

mail” (Respondent 2). 

E-mail absolutely has the potential for quick feedback but with regard to the job the middle 

managers have, this is not a good option of a channel if feedback is what is sought after: 

“I sometimes drown in the amount of e-mails which makes me miss a few or simply not have 

time to reply to all of them” (Respondent 5). The respondents mention receiving many e-mails 

every day and despite that it is easy and goes quick to send a reply if necessary. This is partly 

the case, but if too many e-mails are being received, it would take long before even opening 

the e-mail and reading the message despite being very e-mail ordinate. 

The respondents mention that with the use of e-mail a person easily can emphasise a phrase or 

word in the text by using bold or italic characters. Language variety is considered being 

mixed since e-mail is quite difficult to use different forms of languages like for instance 

conveying jargon, but it can still transmit a tone of formality or informality over the message. 

The respondents experience that information that comes through e-mail is condense: 

“information received through e-mail is usually quite straightforward” (Respondent 3). The 

personal focus is spanning from low to moderate since most of the e-mails received are also 

addressed to other employees within the company. One of the respondents even states that she 

has a filter to her inbox in which she has divided the e-mails to where she is the only recipient 

(higher personal focus) and those to which she is not (lower personal focus). She states that 

she finds the one-recipient e-mails being more prioritised and therefore addresses these more 

quickly. 
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The electronic text and e-mails provide information through a communication channel that is 

not demanding instant attention and this seems to be an important for some managers since 

they are often occupied. One respondent mentions: “It is particularly important for me to be 

flexible and to manage my own time. E-mail is therefore an appropriate channel” (Respondent 

4). 

The second preferred channel for this stakeholder was electronic text. The feedback system 

was never used, so we cannot evaluate the feedback rate. Personal focus was by the 

respondents considered very low since the information provided through either the intranet or 

homepage was general and not directed to the managers in particular. Multiple 

communication cues and language variety were also considered low since the functions in 

which graphs and attachments were generally not being used and language was mainly 

formal. The information the respondents received through this channel was mainly about 

routines and everyday information (which equals to simple information). The use of intranet 

is important for the job performance according to the stakeholder. Although the personal 

focus is low the main advantage with intranet is the possibility of the information search at 

any time and with any occasion. The stakeholder can acquire information at any time. Time is 

not the only variable that is important in this case: “the amount of information is an important 

aspect in today's society. You can generally get more information than you need” 

(Respondent 3). 

An interesting aspect that one of the respondents mentions is the importance of knowing how 

to search information at the intranet: “if you know where and how to search for the 

information you need, you will obviously find it quicker. Therefore the focus should not only 

be on the communication channels and the information flow it is also important to give 

employees tools to use communication channels in the right way” (Respondent 4). 

Face-to-face was the third preferred channel even though it provides very fast feedback and 

multiple communication cues via body language, tone intonations, etcetera (Respondents 2, 3, 

4, 5). Personal focus was considered ‘mixed’ since meetings were sometimes one-on-one and 

sometimes in groups. The personal focus was however considered high if the channel was 

used for communication with employees at the operational level. Face-to-face meetings do 

however entail taking the time for it and the larger the meeting, the more planning needs to go 

into it (Respondents 2, 3, 4). If however information is being provided without the 

information justifying this time consuming channel, it could lead to irritation: “I would get 

very irritated if I was called to a meeting where I was provided with information that could 

have been sent to me via an e-mail” (Respondent 2). The use of face-to-face as a 
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communication channel is of high importance according to all of the respondents. The 

possibility of instant feedback is high and the possibility of asking questions is high as well 

(Respondents 2, 3, 4, 5). According to the respondents the information that should pass 

through face-to-face is usually of the sensitive sort and personnel matters. An example of this 

is when Respondent 2 told about when giving notice to 85 employees in a large group 

meeting: 

Feedback is not always the prerequisite when having face-to-face meetings (which is why this 

was made a group meeting). However, due to the sensitivity of this message (it carried with it 

that some employees’ and their family’s lives were about to change drastically), it was 

understood that this would come as a shock to them. It was therefore deemed necessary to 

also have personal meetings with each and everyone after leaving them some time to digest 

the information. A personal meeting at a later stage was in this case more appropriate to 

receive feedback. (Respondent 2) 

The fourth preferred communication channel was telephone with a considered very fast 

feedback time and mixed personal focus since the stakeholder is very often, but not always, 

the only receiver of a call (Respondents 2, 4, 5). Language variety is considered ‘mixed’ since 

there are instances in which a person can have such a strong dialect and that dialect will be 

heard by the receiver. However, due to the accent, comprehension is in some cases affected: 

“It can be difficult to understand someone with a very broad accent - even though it is seldom 

that it is a problem it can absolutely occur” (Respondent 5). Even though this could indicate 

that there is an ability to put forward that sort of linguistic aspect (indicating a higher 

language variety), if the person cannot make himself understood it would have been better to 

tone the accent down (which is not always possible and therefore limiting the language 

variety). In those cases the communication cues are not enough to get an adequate 

understanding which is why we deem the communication cues to be ‘moderate’. There is also 

an aspect of making sure the information reaches only the intended recipients. When having a 

telephone meeting, there is no way of making absolutely sure that no one else is listening in 

on the conversation: “I cannot know that someone is not standing behind and listening in on a 

telephone conversation that is on a speaker” (Respondent 2). 

The respondents experience that a telephone as a communication channels is often used in 

cases where the information transfer have to be fast, when it is important for the sender that 

information reaches the receiver immediately. In other cases the e-mail is a good substitute 

(Respondents 2, 4). 
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Video calls came as the fifth preferred channel and was described as a channel that substituted 

face-to-face when time or money limited people to physically meet. Video calls have a high 

degree of instant feedback and a high degree of multiple communication cues. Personal focus 

was low since it was always used in meetings with others and the language variety was mixed 

due to the generally formal tone of conversation (Respondents 3,4). There are some technical 

aspects to this channel - there could partly be problems with the system that hinders the 

meeting from taking place, or delaying it considerably. “It is not uncommon for technical or 

connection issues to occur” (Respondent 3). As compared to the other technological channels, 

video calls (especially held in groups) demands that everyone are physically present in front 

of the device at a certain time. If then the system is acting up it could be more of a hassle to 

sort it out and cost more people a lot of time waiting for it to be fixed than comparing it to, for 

instance, technical issues with sending an e-mail. One of the respondents also  mention 

habitual aspects considering video calls: “Since the use of video calls is not so common it is 

usual for employees to be uncomfortable during a video call meeting” (Respondent 4). 

Physical text came as last preferred, but was still considered being very useful for specific 

types of information. Language variety was among the respondents considered low since it is 

mainly numerical and formal language that is mediated: “We get a lot of reports in paper 

format” (Respondent 5). Worth noting is that this type of information distribution was usually 

accompanied with another communication channel, for instance as an attachment in an e-mail 

or along a face-to-face meeting. The respondents mention that if the use of the intranet is 

perceived as difficult then the Physical text would be more preferred. 

The remaining channels (chat and data-output) were not used and will therefore not be 

accounted for in this analysis. 

4.3 The operational level 

As mentioned before the stakeholders at the operational level is divided into two different 

stakeholder groups that are based on the level of customer interaction. 

4.3.1 Front line employees (High customer interaction) 

Table 4 shows this stakeholder ranked the communication channels in the following order 

with number one being the most preferred: 
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Table 4. The preference ranking by the stakeholder with high customer interaction on the operational level. 

Preference Communication 

channel 

Feedback Personal 

focus 

Multiple 

communication 

cues 

Language 

variety 

1 Face-to-face Very fast Moderate-

High 

High Mixed 

2 Electronic text Moderate Low High Mixed 

3 E-mail Fast Mixed High Mixed 

4 Telephone Very fast High Low Mixed 

5 Psychical text Low Low Low-Moderate Mixed 

6 Video calls 

Chat and Data-

output 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

The majority of the employees in this stakeholder group preferred face-to-face 

communication in the form of group meetings (which indicates a lower personal focus than 

individual meetings) (Respondents 6, 7, 8, 10, 11). For this stakeholder it is important to 

understand the information and to clarify it so that all employees are on the same page and the 

respondents believe staff meetings are a good way of getting that information. Some 

respondents mentioned how they believed they did not have enough meetings (Respondents 7, 

9, 10, 11). Since this stakeholder works directly towards PostNord’s clients, it is of high 

importance that these employees receive clear and understandable information in order to 

correctly aid the clients: “It is frustrating and embarrassing when I cannot answer a client’ 

question just because they (the managers) haven’t given us that information. It also irritates 

the client.” (Respondent 8). The respondents also think that the use of multiple 

communication cues is high, not only because face-to-face has the possibility to give the 

receiver hints with body language, symbols and face impression but also because there are 

possibilities to ask additional questions which minimise the risk of misunderstanding 

the  information (Respondents 6, 7, 9, 10). 
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This stakeholder placed e-mail and intranet on a shared second place after face-to-face. There 

are mixed opinions on these two types of communication channels. Some employees 

preferred e-mail but at the same time they complained that they receive too many e-mails per 

day, “It is hard to find time to read e-mails and therefore you can miss important information” 

(Respondent 6). Other employees preferred the intranet because they want to search for the 

information themselves. (One important aspect here is that those who seemed more familiar 

and comfortable with the intranet preferred it over e-mail. The respondents that were not as 

convinced of the usability of intranet preferred e-mails.) Language variety was considered 

mixed since there are many different senders both in e-mail and intranet as the following 

quote from Respondent 8 illuminates: “(...) one can notice linguistic differences if a text is 

written by an IT-guy or an economist for instance”. Differences in language make it easier to 

misunderstand the information especially if information comes from another department 

(Respondents 7, 8). In order to clarify the information a person might have to ask someone or 

ask the sender to clarify which can become very time consuming in the end since it may take 

several e-mails before fully understanding what the sender originally meant. Personal focus in 

e-mail is generally low since this stakeholder usually receives group e-mails (Respondents 7, 

8, 9). Personal focus over the intranet is low as well. See for instance a quote from 

Respondent 11: “I don’t think anyone has ever received a personally directed message over 

the intranet”. The respondents mean that with a high personal focus, information can be 

perceived differently and you as a receiver of information put much more thoughts into the 

information if it is merely aimed at you (Respondents 7, 9, 10, 11). The respondents perceive 

that feedback through these two channels was fast and easy. It is easy to reply to the e-mail 

and it is easy to leave a comment on the intranet, but it is unclear when and if the receiver will 

read the feedback. 

The respondents usually only uses telephone as a communication channel when needing to 

speak to people at other departments when trying to solve customers’ problems and when the 

employee is time-pressed: “E-mail in this case can take too long since the sender does not 

know when the receiver will read it and face-to-face is sometimes impossible because the 

receiver can be miles away” (Respondent 9). Telephone as a communication channel can be 

useful in cases when information is simple but the time aspect is important (Respondents 7, 9, 

10). Personal focus is high since the communication flow is mostly between two people and 

with high instant feedback due to the quick and easy opportunity to ask questions in order to 

acquire the information (Respondents 8, 11). The respondents express a perception that 

multiple communications cues are low since the only cue that exist is the voice. Despite that it 
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can be easier to understand the information through telephone than e-mail mostly because of 

the possibility to ask questions with instant response (Respondents 8, 9, 11). 

Physical text is the communicational channel that is least preferred by this group. Information 

that physical texts contain is general information about the future of the company that also can 

be found on the intranet (Respondent 6). This communication channel is considered having 

low personal focus and low feedback possibilities. The only main difference between this 

channel and others is that you can take it with you and read it during the lunch or break 

(Respondents 6, 7). 

Another channel that some of stakeholders recognised was video calls. This channel is similar 

to face-to-face with high personal focus and possibility of instant feedback. A possibility of 

using multiple communication cues is also high. The respondents mentioned experiencing a 

difference in language variety in comparison to face-to-face as a communication channel: 

“(...) it is somehow not the same thing when communicating via a screen” (Respondent 11). 

Language that is used in video conversations is usually more formal (Respondents 6, 10). The 

respondents believe that this is due to unfamiliarity in usability of video as a communication 

channel. Formal language might change to general language if the usage of video calls will 

increase. Another aspect to usage of formal language in video calls could be the position in 

the hierarchy (Respondent 7). One of the employees mentions that they have video calls with 

people that are high up in the hierarchy while face-to-face meeting are usually conducted with 

people at the office. Another respondent mentions that the language can change depending on 

the sender's position within the organisation or on the relationship between the sender and the 

receiver. “How formal or informal you are does not necessarily have to do with the 

communication channel per se” (Respondent 6). Another respondent mentioned that a video 

call is used usually with purpose to save resources and thereby feels less important 

(Respondent 9). 

4.3.2 Front line employees (Low customer interaction) 

This stakeholder ranked the communication channels in the following order in Table 5 with 

number one being the most preferred: 

 

Table 5. The preference ranking by the stakeholder with low customer interaction on the operational level. 

Preference Communication Feedback Personal Multiple Language 
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channel focus communication 

cues 

variety 

1 Face-to-face Very fast Moderate-

High 

High Mixed 

2 Telephone Fast Mixed Low Mixed 

3 Psychical text Low Low Moderate Mixed 

4 Electronic text Low Low High Mixed 

5 E-mail 

Video calls 

Chat and Data-

output 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

This stakeholder works mostly outside the office and is usually only present in the physical 

building in the morning and at the end of the workday. One of the employees mentions: 

“Morning meetings are really important in order to get the day started because we get most of 

our information that way” (Respondent 13). At the meeting the employees receive all 

important information that is necessary for their work. Face-to-face is considered being the 

most important, widely used and preferred communication channel for this stakeholder group 

(Respondents 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17). The received information is simple since it mainly 

regards routine matters. 

It is also important to mention the time these meetings saves the manager mediating it since it 

is specific for every employee and thereby the manager would have to send individual e-mail 

to every employee in this stakeholder group. An example that illustrates this is that the 

mailmen have their own routes - making the information regarding a specific route only 

relevant to the one person handling that route. One respondent said that: “Our morning 

meetings create the feeling of belonging which is important for us since we mostly work 

alone” (Respondent 16). All respondents feel that personal focus is high through face-to-face 

and there is great possibility of feedback and use of multiple communication cues is high. 

Another communication channel that is widely used is the telephone. This channel is used 

mostly outside the office in cases where a problem has to be solved and thereby a telephone 
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call is the fastest possible way. A telephone call is the easiest and fastest way to receive 

information through when being away on a mail route (Respondent 15). With the telephone 

there is also good possibility of ask questions and to get a quick response. Besides telephone 

calls this stakeholder can receive messages that are announced in their internal portable device 

that is installed in the trucks. The device is similar to a telephone with the possibility to 

receive personal or group messages. The type of information that the employees receive 

through the internal portable device is usually simple and short with low personal focus 

(Respondents 16, 17). Not everyone has access to the portable device though, and therefore 

the only way to contact some of the employees is telephone. Information that refer to a 

specific person usually goes through telephone.  The stakeholder believes that internal 

portable device is an important channel for the information but the optimal would be if you 

could receive phone calls through this device as well (Respondent 17). 

E-mail as a communication channel is not used among this stakeholder group but was still 

briefly discussed by a few of the respondents. Respondents 12, 13, 16 and 17 believe that this 

communication channel is not useful for their work task because they do not have time to read 

e-mails and also because they do not have access to the computer outside the office. It is 

easier to receive all the necessary information during the morning meetings or on their 

portable device. The use of the intranet is limited as well. The stakeholder can only use 

intranet at the office but they believe that it is not needed since they always get the necessary 

information in their face-to-face morning meetings. 

Another channel that is used for information transfer to the stakeholder is psychical text such 

as PostNord newspaper and newsletters. The respondents say they have access to this 

information if they eat lunch on company premises but not so many actually read the 

information which one respondent put in these words: “They (the managers) put the 

newsletters in the break room, but I seldom read it and I don’t see a lot of other people 

reading it either” (Respondent 14). The type of information that is presented through physical 

text is usually general information about the company and does not apply directly to their 

work tasks (Respondents 14, 16, 17). “Many don’t even go back for lunch since they may 

have driven far away already and too much time would be lost if they would go back. We 

have very hectic schedules” (Respondent 14). 

The remaining communication channels were not applicable since the respondents did either 

not have access to them (they for instance mentioned not even having a company e-mail 

address) or were simply not even being present (e.g. video calls).  
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5. Analysis and discussion 

A lot of complex topics are being discussed on the strategic level and this stakeholder 

expressly mentions face-to-face as the most appropriate way to discuss these due to the quick 

feedback. This finding is consistent with Daft and Lengel’s (1984) theory where the complex 

information that is being discussed on this level appropriately is transferred through a rich 

communication channel. 

The stakeholder on the tactical level mentions e-mail as the most preferred communication 

channel closely followed by electronic text. Our findings show that the reason for this choice 

may be due to the amount of information that today's society consist of. This stakeholder 

deals with a lot of information every day - ranging from simple to rather complex coming 

from all stakeholders. The amount of information nowadays and the speed at which it can be 

distributed have created new dimensions to Daft and Lengel’s information complexity aspect. 

The large amount of simple information that employees at all levels receive is in that sense 

creating a complex situation with regard to time and relevance. Sifting through vast amounts 

of information while trying to determine what is important and what is not, is tiresome and 

stressful. It creates a situation in which it is easier to overlook important information which 

could be why much information is being provided through several communication channels - 

increasing the information load even more. 

The amount of information is an important construct that Daft and Lengel (1984) do not 

mention but our findings show that this amount-of-information-aspect should be considered in 

today’s businesses as one important construct that have impact on the appropriateness of a 

communication channel. We could not notice any significant differences regarding this 

construct when applying it to different stakeholder groups. The conclusion is therefore that 

this construct applies to all stakeholder groups.  

 

Another interesting aspect that has been noticed through the analysis of the empirical findings 

is an urgency aspect. All four stakeholder groups mention that they prefer to use a phone as a 

communication channel when communicating a message that is urgent. Face-to-face, for 

instance, indicates a priority aspect as well but it demands that the sender first finds the person 

intended to receive the message, and with other channels the sender cannot know for sure that 

the person has read it - like e-mail for instance. As mentioned earlier all four stakeholders had 

the same interpretation of this aspect which indicates that urgency does not depend on the 

stakeholder. Similar to the construct “amount of information” the “urgency” construct is 
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something that all four stakeholder groups have in common. Daft and Lengel do not mention 

this construct, but our findings show that this should be taken into consideration in modern 

day businesses. The urgency does in this way play in on the appropriateness of a 

communication channel.  

 

The empirical data also touches upon a situational aspect. An important finding that is general 

for all stakeholders is that the four constructs that are mentioned in media richness theory are 

more or less valued in different circumstances. Daft and Lengel (1984) do not regard this 

aspect in media richness theory. The story in which a manager on the tactical level needs to 

tell 85 employees that they are being dismissed illuminates the aspect of appropriateness with 

regard to the message and the choice of the communication channel was greatly considered 

for how to present it. The initial information could have been provided through a different 

channel, than the large group meeting, with a higher personal focus to this sensitive matter - 

for instance individual e-mails. However, the personal focus aspect was not the priority here 

and different communication channels create different expectations of the information it is 

carrying. Since people do not expect to get dismissed over an e-mail even though it could 

have a higher personal focus than the group meeting, it could have created resentment among 

the employees. Some aspects that determine the richness is therefore more or less valued in 

different circumstances. We decided to call this aspect for the situational construct. Even 

though the information itself can be simple and should be communicated through a leaner 

communication channel, the sensitivity of the information and the circumstances in which it is 

mediated can have a high influence in this case where another channel can be more 

appropriate. The situational construct can be connected to another example from the strategic 

level where the topics discussed could be more secret than on the other levels. It could regard 

confidential, sensitive or opinionated information that determines the manner in which they 

are discussed. This could also be a reason for the preference of face-to-face meetings since 

you can then see everyone who is present and listening. 

According to Daft and Lengel the stakeholder at the operational level should receive 

information through leaner channels since the information that is received is of the simple 

sort. This goes against the preferences of the stakeholder group at the operational level with 

high customer interaction in our study, which preferred face-to-face. Our findings show that 

this has generally nothing to do with the complexity of the information since it could also be 

argued that the stakeholder on the tactical level should have favoured richer channels higher 

(for instance video calls above e-mail) due to the relatively complex information they handle. 
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One explanation that we find reasonable and is supported by the respondents’ answers is that 

much of their preferences are due to their schedules. For the stakeholder on the operational 

level with the higher customer interaction they had very strict schedules in relation to their 

primary work tasks (assisting customers over the telephone, for instance) with a low level of 

discretion since statistics was collected from every phone call. This limited their time to 

actually take in information they received in any other form than face-to-face since this was 

the only communication channel that was actively set aside time for that purpose (through 

staff meetings). The stakeholders at the operational level believed that an appropriate channel 

would be face-to-face due to their strict schedules which greatly limited their time for reading 

e-mails or search for the information at the intranet. Contrasting this to the stakeholder at the 

tactical level shows that this stakeholder has a more flexible schedule and therefore preferred 

e-mail which can be checked in between meetings or whenever they have time instead of 

face-to-face which demands a sort of immediate and full attention. This indicates that the 

flexibility in schedule is an important aspect that affects appropriateness of a communication 

channel. This construct is particularly interesting because we can notice significant 

differences between different stakeholder groups. Different communication channels can be 

used when sending the same information to different stakeholders. If the stakeholder have a 

flexible schedule then e-mail can be used. If the stakeholder however have less flexible 

schedule which is usual for the operational level then face-to-face as a communication 

channel can be more appropriate. If the stakeholder on the other hand works outside the office 

then an appropriate channel would be a phone or an e-mail since it is the easiest way to reach 

this stakeholder. We name this construct ‘flexibility in schedule’ and by that we mean the 

degree to which a stakeholder is allowed to decide themselves what work tasks to prioritise. 

We see that all stakeholders have hectic schedules, but only on the tactical and strategic levels 

do they have more freedom to dispose of their time. 

 

The stakeholder group on the operational level with low customer interaction did indeed also 

have very strict schedules, but with a lot more discretion to their work tasks since they were 

generally separated from the other colleagues while out delivering parcels or sorting mail. 

This stakeholder group preferred face-to-face as their first choice of the communication 

channel similar to the stakeholder with high customer interaction. Our findings do however 

indicate also another reason behind this is different. After analysing the respondents’ answers 

we found that the main reason this stakeholder preferred face-to-face meetings was due to 

their lonesome work outside the office. Having a physical meeting with the co-workers 
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enables them to interact with one another and by that contributes to a collective sense of 

belonging. Even shorter meetings appeared to be highly appreciated by these employees since 

they are participating together in an activity which they can commonly discuss at a later stage. 

The physical meetings therefore become highly valued. Even then if some information is 

deemed simple and could as easily, and probably more efficiently as Daft and Lengel claim, 

be distributed via a memo or e-mail, we understand that there are sociological benefits with 

the face-to-face meetings that could have positive effect on morale and productivity. Enabling 

employees and managers to establish relationships, by for instance constructing overlapping 

activities, could affect the spirit in the workplace and allow for smoother communication 

between them. We decided to name this construct the “social construct”. 

To sum up: managers at the strategic level prefer face-to-face meetings due to the complex 

information they discuss and the need for quick feedback while doing it. This is consistent 

with Daft and Lengel’s media richness theory. 

The stakeholder on the tactical level preferred e-mail as communication channel when 

receiving information. Since these managers are continuously being interrupted, both from the 

organisational level above and from the level below, they prefer to receive information that is 

less urgent in a way that enables them to look at it when they have opportunity. 

On the operational level, face-to-face was the most preferred communication channel for both 

stakeholders. For the stakeholder group with high customer interaction, face-to-face was 

preferred since meetings were the only time where they were given time to take in the 

information provided to them. For the stakeholder group with low customer interaction, we 

found that this group also tended to mainly worked in solitude, making them value the face-

to-face meetings highly. Media richness theory claims that the lower levels in an organisation 

should be more efficiently reached using leaner communication channels, which indeed could 

be the case in the short term. The theory is mainly also consistent since we found that mainly 

simple information is being sent to these stakeholders. However, our study shows that there 

are more influences than solely the simplicity of a message that determines the 

appropriateness. 
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6. Conclusion 

This study has concluded that the following aspects influence the appropriateness of 

communication channels for different stakeholders: 

The amount of information: Today's society is characterised by a high information flow. 

Stakeholders at different levels within the organisation mention that the amount of 

information that is transmitted through different channels is high. Therefore it is necessary to 

consider the amount of information (both that you are about to send and also the information 

traffic through the channels for the receiving stakeholder) as an important construct that can 

influence the choice of the communication channel. If the amount of information that the 

stakeholder receives tends to be high, then it is necessary to choose a channel that can 

transmit this information to the receiver by giving the possibility to assimilate the information 

effectively. Depending of the amount of information different channels could be more or less 

appropriate. 

Urgency: If the message that is transmitted is urgent then another communication channel 

than the one best matched in richness might be more appropriate. All four stakeholders agreed 

that when a message needs to reach a recipient quickly the preferred channel is a telephone. 

Face-to-face could also be an alternative but it can be hard to find the receiver. For less urgent 

matters, other channels could be more appropriate. When sending a message, a manager 

should take the urgency construct into consideration when choosing a communication 

channel. Other channels that were excluded from this study could however also be regarded.  

The situational construct: This construct could seem obvious but it is of high importance to 

be aware of it. When a situation is of a sensitive matter then the choice of the communication 

channel could be extremely important. A less suitable channel in this case can have 

devastating impacts on the company's performance, reputation, employee morale, etcetera. 

Sensitive messages and the setting in which they are delivered could result in a different ‘most 

appropriate’ channel if taken into consideration - even if for instance the information itself is 

simple and if need of feedback is low. 

Flexibility in schedule: If an employee has a strict schedule with fixed times (like most 

employees do on the operational level) they prefer a channel that is suitable to these 

circumstances and allows them time to take in the information. If an employee on the other 

hand has a more flexible schedule (which is more common on the higher organisational 

levels), they will likely prefer communication channels that have documentation functions 

meaning that they could retrieve the information when it is suitable to them. 
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The social construct: If a stakeholder group has a low level of interaction with other 

colleagues or work alone to a high degree, they value channels that let them interact with 

other people on a more personal level - for instance informal, face-to-face meetings. This 

enables them to establish relationships with each other which provides sociological benefits 

that likely will affect productivity positively. 

 

The construct “flexibility in schedule” distinguishes itself from the other constructs. This 

construct is directly connected to all stakeholders where the communication channel changes 

depending on the stakeholders’ work environment. We also concluded that different 

stakeholders prefer different communication channels. Our findings show that managers at the 

strategic level prefer face-to-face due to the complexity in the message and therefore need a 

high degree of feedback. The stakeholder at the tactical level prefers e-mail as a 

communication channel which is connected to the amount of the information that is specific 

for this level. Both Stakeholders groups at the operational level prefer face-to-face.  

6.1 Implications 

This study is providing insights which could be used by managers in order to better utilise 

communication channels when conveying a message to a certain stakeholder. 

This study also contributes to new aspects to be explored by other researchers. The now 

updated and developed perspective of Daft and Lengel’s media richness theory can provide a 

foundation to which future studies can be conducted. Even though the results in this study are 

limited in generalisability due to the qualitative nature and single case research strategy, it is 

providing fresh, empirical data to the topic. This exploratory study has made an attempt to 

discover new aspects of internal communication media that could be further investigated in 

other settings. 

6.2 Limitations and future research 

This study is excluding the facet of culture which in many modern organisations has an 

influencing presence since they can have operations in several countries or have employees 

with different ethnicity. In this particular case, the culture is assumed to have a minor impact 

since the interviewees were all Swedish and the case was an organisation that only operates in 

Scandinavia which has a relatively coherent culture (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). 
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We have not paid any attention to group dynamics which, depending on the work tasks the 

employees perform, could be of importance for how information is received and processed 

(Dennis and Valacich, 1999). 

Other qualitative studies could further explore our findings in other research settings (for 

instance flatter and younger organisations or investigate separate stakeholders in a more 

focused manner) in order to contribute to a more conclusive picture. Our conclusion cannot be 

considered representative which is why quantitative approaches also could be used in other 

settings to better understand the insights that this study has provided and to be able to give the 

conclusion a more generalizable result. 
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Appendices 

Interview guide (Swedish) 

Innan intervjun: 

Kort presentation om oss. 

Presentation av projektet. 

Syfte med intervjuerna. 

Informering av intervjuinspelning och intervjupersonens rätt till anonymitet. 

 

Intervjufrågor: 

1. Vilket eller vilka av följande kommunikationskanaler har du tillgång till i ditt 

arbete? 

 Vilket eller vilka av följande kommunikationskanaler får du oftast information 

genom? 

 Vilket eller vilka av följande kommunikationskanaler får du mest information genom?  

  

 

Kommunikationskanaler Anteckningar 

Öga-mot-öga (enskilda möten, gruppmöten, etc.)  

Videosamtal  

Via telefon (samtal, SMS)  

Fysisk text (rapporter, memos, företagets nyhetsbrev, etc.)  

Elektronisk text (hemsida, intranät, etc.)  

E-mail  

Chat  

Data-output  

Annat (Vänligen specifiera)  
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2. Vilket eller vilka av följande kommunikationskanaler föredrar du att få 

information genom? Vänligen motivera. Vi vill påminna om att enbart ta 

hänsyn till den interna kommunikationen - alltså all typ av information som du 

får från en annan anställd på PostNord. 

 

Kommunikationskanaler Anteckningar 

Öga-mot-öga (enskilda möten, gruppmöten, etc.)  

Videosamtal  

Via telefon (samtal, sms)  

Fysisk text (rapporter, memos, företagets nyhetsbrev, etc.)  

Elektronisk text (hemsida, intranät, etc.)  

E-mail  

Chat  

Data-output  

Annat (Vänligen specifiera)  

 

Vi vill nu undersöka dina upplevelser om dessa kommunikationskanaler. Om vi börjar med 

din mest föredragna kommunikationskanal…  

 

1. Vad handlar informationen om som du får genom denna kanal? 

2. Är du ensam mottagare av denna information? 

3. Hur upplever du att du kan återkoppla (ge feedback) till den som du fick 

informationen från? 

 Hur lätt är det att ge feedback? 

 Hur snabbt går det att ge feedback? 

 Hur nödvändigt är det för dig att ge feedback till den du fick informationen från? 
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4. Upplever du att denna kommunikationskanal har möjligheter som kan bidra till 

att du bättre förstår informationen? Exempelvis, händer det att du får 

antydningar i form av grafiska symboler, tonlägen, kroppsspråk etc. som bidrar 

till en bättre förståelse för informationen? 

5. Hur upplever du att sändaren (den som du fick information från) uttrycker sig 

genom denna kommunikationskanal? Formellt, vardagligt, använder mycket 

facktermer, etc.? 

 Kan du ge något exempel på hur detta visar sig? 

 

(Upprepa frågor 10-14 för de övriga kommunikationskanalerna) 

 

Nu har vi några frågor som rör PostNords interna kommunikationsbeteende. 

 

1. Anser du dig vara välinformerad om vad som händer på företaget? 

 Hur kommer det sig? 

 Behöver du vara välinformerad för att utföra ditt jobb? 

2. Anser du att du får för mycket information genom någon 

kommunikationskanal? Utveckla gärna. 

3. Anser du att du får för lite information genom någon kommunikationskanal? 

Utveckla gärna. 

4. Har du någonsin erfarit att du behövt information i ett tidigare skede än du fått 

den? 

 Kan du ge ett exempel på ett sådant tillfälle? 

5. Känner du att du att du har tillräckligt med tid att ta till dig informationen du 

får? 

 Till vilken grad spelar kommunikationskanalen roll för tiden som krävs för att du ska 

kunna förstå informationen? 

6. Hur påverkas din uppfattning av informationen beroende på om du är ensam 

mottagare eller en av många mottagare? 

7. Händer det någonsin att du måste leta upp information du behöver? 

 Om ja: vid vilka tillfällen? 
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8. Tror du att det finns information som inte når dig som skulle underlätta ditt 

dagliga arbete? 

9. Hur använder du information du får? Exempel: skickar du informationen 

vidare, applicerar i ditt arbete, endast läser den, etc. 

10. Bedömer du all information du får som trovärdig och korrekt? 

 Varför? 

Vi har nu några avslutande frågor som rör förbättringar i matchningen av information och 

kommunikationskanal. 

 

11. Skulle någon information kunna uppfattas bättre (i förhållande till exempelvis 

förståelse, tidsåtgång, kvantitet, kvalitet etc.) om det kom via en annan 

kommunikationskanal än dess nuvarande kanal? Utveckla gärna. 

12. Skulle någon information kunna uppfattas sämre (i förhållande till exempelvis 

förståelse, tidsåtgång, kvantitet, kvalitet etc.) om det kom via en annan 

kommunikationskanal än dess nuvarande kanal? Utveckla gärna. 

13. Finns det andra aspekter som påverkar din attityd till en 

kommunikationskanal? 
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Interview guide (English) 

 

Prior to the interview: 

Short presentation about us. 

Presentation about the project. 

Purpose of the interviews. 

Informing about interview recordings and the interviewee’s right to anonymity. 

 

Interview questions: 

1. Which of the following communication channels do you have access to in your 

work? 

 Which of the following communication channels do you most often receive 

information through? 

 Which of the following communication channels do you receive most information 

through? 

Communication channels Notes 

Face-to-face (individual meetings, group meetings)  

Video calls  

Via telephone (calls , texts)  

Physical text (reports, memos, company newsletter, etc.)  

Electronic text (home page, intranet, etc.)  

E-mail  

Chat  

Data-output  

Other (Please specify)  

 

2. Which of the following communication channels do you prefer to receive 

information through? Please, motivate. We would like to remind you to only 
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consider the internal communication - that being all types of information you 

receive from another employee at PostNord. 

 

Communication channels Notes 

Face-to-face (individual meetings, group meetings)  

Video calls  

Via telephone (calls , texts)  

Physical text (reports, memos, company newsletter, etc.)  

Electronic text (home page, intranet, etc.)  

E-mail  

Chat  

Data-output  

Other (Please specify)  

 

We would now like to investigate your experiences about these communication channels. If 

we begin with your most preferred communication channel… 

1. What does the information regard that you receive through this channel? 

2. Are you the only recipient of this information? 

3. How do experience providing feedback to the person who sent you the 

information? 

 How easy is it to provide feedback? 

 How quickly can you provide feedback? 

 How necessary is it that you provide feedback to the person who sent you the 

information? 

4. Do you perceive that this communication channel provides possibilities that 

could contribute to that you better understand the information? For example, 

are you ever given hints in the form of  graphical symbols, tone of voice, body 

language, etc., that contribute to a better understanding of the information? 
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5. How do you perceive that the sender of the information you received is 

expressing him- or herself in this communication channel? Is the language 

formal, informal, include many technical terms, etc.? 

 Could you give an example as to how this is presenting itself? 

(Repeat questions 10-14 for the remaining communication channels) 

We now have some questions about the PostNord’s internal communication behaviour. 

 

1. . Would you consider yourself being well-informed about what is going on in the 

organisation? 

 How come? 

 Do you need to be well-informed in order to perform your job? 

2. Do you believe you are receiving too much information through any communication 

channel? Please, elaborate. 

3. Do you believe you are receiving too little information through any communication 

channel? Please, elaborate. 

4. Have you ever experienced needing information sooner than you received it? 

 Could you give an example of such an occasion? 

5. Do you feel you have sufficient time to absorb the information you receive? 

 To what extent does the communication channel matter to the time it takes to 

understand the information? 

6. How is your perception of the information affected depending on if you are the only 

recipient or one of many recipients? 

7. Do you ever have to search for information you need? 

 If yes: in what occasions? 

8. Do you believe there is information not reaching you that would make your daily job 

easier? 

9. How do you use the information you receive? For instance: do you pass it along, apply 

to your work, only read it, etc. 

10. Do you assess all information you receive to be trustworthy and correct? 

 Why? 

 

We now have a few final questions regarding improvements in the match between 

information and internal communication channel. 
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11. Would any information be understood better (in relation to for example, apprehension, 

time requirement, quantity, quality, etc.) if it came through a different communication 

channel than its current channel? Please, elaborate. 

12. Would any information be understood worse (in relation to for example, apprehension, 

time requirement, quantity, quality, etc.) if it came through a different communication 

channel than its current channel? Please, elaborate. 

13. Are there other aspects that affect your attitude towards a communication channel? 


